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ABSTRACT

Fourier transform infrared spectral analysis is a cheap
and fast method to predict milk composition. A not
very well studied milk component is orotic acid. Orotic
acid is an intermediate in the biosynthesis pathway
of pyrimidine nucleotides and is an indicator for the
metabolic cattle disorder deficiency of uridine monophosphate synthase. The function of orotic acid in milk
and its effect on calf health, health of humans consuming milk or milk products, manufacturing properties of
milk, and its potential as an indicator trait are largely
unknown. The aims of this study were to determine if
milk orotic acid can be predicted from infrared milk
spectra and to perform a large-scale phenotypic and
genetic analysis of infrared-predicted milk orotic acid.
An infrared prediction model for orotic acid was built
using a training population of 292 Danish Holstein and
299 Danish Jersey cows, and a validation population of
381 Danish Holstein cows. Milk orotic acid concentration was determined with nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy. For genetic analysis of infrared orotic
acid, 3 study populations were used: 3,210 Danish Holstein cows, 3,360 Danish Jersey cows, and 1,349 Dutch
Holstein Friesian cows. Using partial least square regression, a prediction model for orotic acid was built
with 18 latent variables. The error of the prediction
for the infrared model varied from 1.0 to 3.2 mg/L,
and the accuracy varied from 0.68 to 0.86. Heritability
of infrared orotic acid predicted with the standardized
prediction model was 0.18 for Danish Holstein, 0.09 for
Danish Jersey, and 0.37 for Dutch Holstein Friesian.
We conclude that milk orotic acid can be predicted
with moderate to good accuracy based on infrared milk
spectra and that infrared-predicted orotic acid is heritable. The availability of a cheap and fast method to
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predict milk orotic acid opens up possibilities to study
the largely unknown functions of milk orotic acid.
Key words: spectroscopy, cattle, orotic acid, breed
difference
INTRODUCTION

Fourier transform infrared spectral analysis is a cheap
and fast method for quantification of milk components.
Infrared milk spectra are widely used in routine milk
recording schemes to predict milk fat, protein, and lactose content (Luinge et al., 1993). Besides major milk
components, infrared milk spectra have been proposed
for prediction of components that occur in low concentrations, such as fatty acids (Rutten et al., 2009;
Soyeurt et al., 2011), milk protein fractions (Rutten et
al., 2011), and acetone and BHB (de Roos et al., 2007).
Prediction of fat or protein composition is challenging,
especially for components with low concentrations, yet
the ability to predict acetone and BHB with an accuracy of 0.64 to 0.72 (de Roos et al., 2007) shows that
infrared milk spectra have the potential to predict milk
components that are present in lower concentrations.
A relatively unknown and not very well studied milk
component is orotic acid. Orotic acid was originally
classified as vitamin B13 and serves as an intermediate
in the synthesis of pyrimidine nucleotides, and therefore, DNA and RNA synthesis. Cells of the mammary
gland are responsible for production and secretion of
orotic acid into milk (Ahmed et al., 1978). Levels of
orotic acid in milk are higher in ruminants compared
with nonruminant species (Larson and Hegarty, 1979).
Considerable variation in levels of bovine milk orotic
acid has been reported (Jesse et al., 1980; Buitenhuis
et al., 2013). This variation can be partly explained
by genetics, breed differences, lactation stage, or parity
(Jesse et al., 1980; Sun et al., 2017). A genetic cause for
increased levels of orotic acid in milk is the metabolic
disorder deficiency of uridine monophosphate synthetase (dUMPS; Robinson et al., 1983), which is a mono-
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genic recessive cattle disorder. Embryos homozygous
for dUMPS usually do not live past d 40 of pregnancy
(Shanks and Robinson, 1989). Cows heterozygous for
dUMPS have reduced conversion of orotic acid into pyrimidine nucleotides, and consequently, increased levels
of orotic acid in milk (Robinson et al., 1984).
Relatively little is known about the function of orotic
acid in milk, its possible effect on human health, calf
health, or manufacturing properties of milk. A suggested function of orotic acid in milk is establishment of the
microbiome in the calf’s stomach (Motyl et al., 1993;
Löffler et al., 2016) by serving as a growth factor for
lactobacilli (Okonkwo and Kinsella, 1969; FernandezGarcia and McGregor, 1994; Østlie et al., 2003).
Orotic acid in milk can be quantified using nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (Buitenhuis
et al., 2013), but these analyses are expensive and time
consuming and therefore less suited for large-scale routine measurements. Accurate prediction of orotic acid
using infrared milk spectra will create opportunities for
large-scale analyses of milk orotic acid. This will allow
for phenotypic and genetic characterization of orotic
acid in milk.
A possible relation between milk orotic acid and
infrared milk spectra has been suggested based on
genome-wide association studies (GWAS). A GWAS
for milk orotic acid showed a significant effect for a
genomic region on BTA1 close to UMPS (Buitenhuis et
al., 2013). The same genomic region was identified in
a GWAS for infrared wavenumbers (Wang and Bovenhuis., 2018). These results suggest that the infrared
spectrum may contain direct information on milk orotic
acid and that it might be possible to predict milk orotic
acid based on infrared milk spectra.
The aims of this study were (1) to determine if milk
orotic acid can be predicted based on infrared milk
spectra, and (2) to identify genetic and systemic environmental factors affecting infrared-predicted milk
orotic acid.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study we distinguish populations that were
used for building an infrared prediction model for orotic
acid (training and validation populations), and populations that were used for a genetic study on infraredpredicted orotic acid (study populations).
Building the Infrared Prediction Model
for Orotic Acid

The infrared prediction model for orotic acid was
built based on a training population and validated usJournal of Dairy Science Vol. 103 No. 4, 2020

ing data from an independent validation population.
Different training populations were used, which were
either single breed or multi-breed. The multi-breed scenario will be presented and discussed. The single breed
scenarios can be found in Appendix Table A1.
Training Population. To build the infrared prediction model, a multi-breed training population consisting of a Danish Holstein population (Danish Holstein
I) and a Danish Jersey population (Danish Jersey) was
used. Danish Holstein I consisted of 292 cows that were
between 5 and 365 DIM. Cows came from 3 herds and
milk samples were collected from May until June 2013.
The Danish Jersey population consisted of 361 cows,
which were between 130 and 252 DIM. Cows came from
22 herds and milk samples were collected from February until April 2010. For each cow, one morning milk
sample was collected.
Validation Population. To validate the infrared
prediction model, a second Danish Holstein population (Danish Holstein II) was used. Danish Holstein
II consisted of 381 cows, which were between 129 and
228 DIM. Cows came from 20 herds, and milk samples
were collected from October until December 2009. One
morning milk sample was collected for each cow.
Infrared Milk Spectra for the Training and
Validation Population. For both the training population and validation population, infrared spectral
analysis on milk samples was done with the MilkoScan
FT2 (Foss, Hillerød, Denmark). Transmittance values
were obtained for 1,060 individual wavenumbers of
the infrared spectral region 5,008 through 925 cm−1.
Transmittance values of individual wavenumbers were
transformed to absorbance values using
absorbance = log10(1/transmittance).

[1]

Two infrared spectral regions that interact with water
molecules were removed: wavenumbers 5,008 through
3,008 cm−1, and 1,700 through 1,600 cm−1. The remaining 522 wavenumbers were used to build the prediction
model. Absorbance values were smoothed with the
Savitzky-Golay method with the prospectr package in
R (version 3.4.1; http://www.r-project.org), using a
window size of 9, and a first derivative transformation.
For detection of outliers, a Mahalanobis distance of 5
was used.
NMR Orotic Acid for the Training and Validation Population. For both the training and validation population, orotic acid in milk was quantified
using NMR spectroscopy. The procedure is described
in detail by Sundekilde et al. (2013). In brief, milk
samples were prepared for analysis by mixing and homogenizing the samples. Then, samples were filtered
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to remove residual lipids and proteins. In the next
step, an internal chemical shift reference was made by
combining filtered sample with heavy water (D2O).
Finally, samples were randomized, and proton NMR
spectroscopy was done at 298 K on a Bruker Avance
III 600 spectrometer, with a proton frequency of 600.13
MHz (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Rheinstetten, Germany).
A single 90-degree pulse experiment was performed to
obtain standard 1-dimensional spectra. After proton
NMR spectroscopy, proton NMR signals were assigned
using literature, spike experiments, 2-dimensional NMR
spectroscopy, and the Human Metabolome Database
(http://www.hmdb.ca/). Orotic acid was expressed in
grams per liter of milk, which was calculated from units
of intensity of the proton NMR signal.
Training and Validating the Infrared Prediction Model. A partial least squares regression (PLSr)
method was used for predicting NMR orotic acid with
infrared milk spectra. The infrared prediction model for
orotic acid was built with the PLS package in R (version 3.4.1; http://www.r-project.org). Figure 1 shows
how Danish Holstein I and Danish Jersey were used to
train the infrared prediction model, how the prediction
model was externally validated with Danish Holstein
II, and how it was internally validated with Danish
Holstein I and Danish Jersey.
For selecting the optimal number of components, the
residual mean squared error of the prediction (RM-

SEP) and the accuracy (R2) were quantified. Once
both the RMSEP and R2 improved ≤5%, the optimum
number of 18 latent variables was selected (Figure 2).
Impact of individual wavenumbers on prediction was
determined by inspection of variable importance in
projection (VIP; Chong and Jun, 2005) scores. The
VIP scores were calculated for each wavenumber individually as
VIPi =

N
M

∑ m =1

%expl .varm

M

∑wmi2 %expl .varm ,

[2]

m =1

where N is the number of wavenumbers, M is the number or latent variables, %expl.varm is the proportion
of variation for infrared-predicted orotic acid that is
explained by latent variable m, and w is the weight
given to wavenumber i for latent variable m.
Genetic Parameter Estimation for Infrared
Predicted Orotic Acid

A genetic analysis was performed on infrared-predicted orotic acid. Genotypes and pedigree information were
not available for the training population and validation
population. Therefore, 3 additional populations were
introduced to this study, which will be referred to as
study populations. Two Danish study populations were

Figure 1. Process to select the optimal prediction model. The procedure of internal validation (dashed line) was repeated 100 times. After
analysis of residual mean squared error (RMSEP) and accuracy (R2) of internal and external validation, one model was selected for infrared
prediction of orotic acid for 3 populations of cows without orotic acid values. On these predicted orotic acid values, a statistical analysis was
performed. NMR = nuclear magnetic resonance.
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 103 No. 4, 2020
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used to estimate SNP-based heritability of infrared
orotic acid, and for a GWAS in order to identify genes
underlying infrared-predicted orotic acid. A Dutch
study population was used to estimate pedigree-based
heritability and genetic relations between infrared
orotic acid and breeding goal traits.
Danish Study Populations. Two Danish study
populations were used: 3,274 Danish Holstein cows
from 308 herds (Danish Holstein study population),
and 3,407 Danish Jersey cows from 175 herds (Danish
Jersey study population). Morning-milk samples were
collected during routine milk recordings in the period
of October 2015 through September 2016. For each cow,
between 1 and 20 milk samples were available. Average
time between milk recordings was 32 days. All milk

Figure 2. The accuracy (R2) and residual mean squared error
(RMSEP) across different numbers of components. Results are shown
for internal validation on Danish Holstein I (solid black), internal
validation on Danish Jersey (solid gray), and external validation on
Danish Holstein II (dotted black). The vertical line indicates the selected number of latent variables (18). Units of RMSEP are milligrams
per liter.
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samples were taken between 5 and 365 DIM. If multiple records from the same test day were available for
one cow, all records from that particular test day were
excluded. Herds with milk records from <5 cows were
removed. After data filtering, 3,211 Danish Holstein
with 19,144 milk records and 3,360 Danish Jersey with
19,793 milk records were left for analysis.
All cows from the Danish study populations were
genotyped with EuroG10K custom SNP chip (10K
chip). The 10K chip is a collection of SNP, which were
selected based on their association to production traits.
The SNP on the 10K chip were selected from wholegenome-sequencing data of bulls from the 1,000-bullgenome project. The 10K genotypes were imputed to
the 50K using BEAGLE 4 (Browning and Browning,
2016) and a reference population of animals that were
genotyped for Illumina 50K BovineSNP50 v.2 BeadChip
(50K chip; Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA). For Danish
Holstein, a reference population of 4,000 cows was used,
and for Danish Jersey, a reference population of 4,576
cows was used. Reference cows were genotyped for Illumina 50K BovineSNP50 v.2 BeadChip (50K chip,
Illumina Inc.). For the genetic analysis, all SNP located
on autosomes were selected, SNP that had more than
40% missing genotypes were excluded, and SNP with a
MAF <1% were removed. For Danish Holstein 43,807
SNP, and for Danish Jersey 39,235 SNP were left for
the genetic analysis.
Dutch Study Population. The Dutch study population consisted of 1,748 Dutch Holstein Friesian cows
from 371 herds [Dutch (Holstein Friesian) study population]. Milk samples were collected in the period February through March 2005. For each cow, one morning
milk sample was available. Milk samples were collected
when cows were between 63 and 263 DIM. Herds with
milk records from <5 cows were removed. Two milk
samples with infrared orotic acid values more than 3
standard deviations from the mean were removed before analysis. After this filtering step, 1,351 Holstein
Friesians from 267 herds, with 1,351 milk records were
left for the statistical analysis.
A pedigree was provided by CRV (Cooperative Cattle
Improvement Organization, Arnhem, the Netherlands),
including 26,300 individuals. The EBV for sires of these
1,351 cows were available for 78 traits and were based
on publications by CRV BV. A total of 84 bulls with
at least at least 3 daughters were used for this study.
Infrared Milk Spectra for Danish and Dutch
Study Populations. For the Danish study populations, infrared spectral analysis of all morning-milk
samples was performed at the Eurofins-Steins laboratory (Vejen, Denmark) using the MilkoScan FT+ (Foss,
Hillerød, Denmark). For the Dutch Holstein Friesian
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study population, infrared spectral analysis of all milk
samples was performed in the Milk Control Station
(Qlip, Zutphen, the Netherlands) using the MilkoScan
FT6000 (Foss). For all study populations, transmittance
values were obtained for 1,060 individual wavenumbers
of the infrared spectral region 5,008 through 925 cm−1.
These transmittance values of individual wavenumbers
were transformed to absorbance values using model 1.
Absorbance values were smoothed with the SavitzkyGolay method with the prospectr package in R (version
3.4.1; http://www.r-project.org), using a window size
of 9 and a first derivative transformation.
Infrared-Predicted Orotic Acid for Danish and
Dutch Study Populations. The infrared prediction
model for orotic acid was used to predict orotic acid
for the Danish study populations and the Dutch study
population (Figure 1). For the Dutch Holstein Friesian
study population, 2 milk records with extreme infrared
orotic acid values were removed, and 1,349 cows each
with one milk record were left for analysis. For Danish
Holstein and Danish Jersey study population, no milk
records were removed based on outlying infrared orotic
acid records.
Model Description for Genetic Analysis on
Danish study populations. For the Danish Holstein
study population and the Danish Jersey study population, SNP data were available. A genetic analysis of
infrared orotic acid for these 2 Danish study populations was done with Bayz software package (version
2.4, http://www.bayz.biz/; Krag et al., 2013). Infrared
orotic acid was analyzed with the hierarchical model
yijk = µ + Parityi + β1DIM ijk + β2e

−0.05DIM ijk

+ CowAk + CowPEk + eijk ,

+ HYS j

[3]

where yijk is the infrared orotic acid concentration for
one milk record; μ is the mean; Parityi is a fixed effect
−0.05DIM ijk
adjust for lacta(i = 1 or 2); β1DIMijk and β2e
tion stage (Wilmink function; Wilmink, 1987), where
DIMijk is days in milk expressed in years. For Parity
and DIM, a uniform prior distribution was assumed,
where values ranged from −∞ to +∞; HYSj is a random herd-year-season effect (autumn from October 1,
2015, to December 31, 2015; winter from January 1,
2016, to March 31, 2016; spring from April 1, 2016, to
June 30, 2016; and summer from July 1, 2016, to September 30, 2016), for which a normal prior distribution
2
2
is the
was assumed, where HYS ∼ N (0, σHYS
) and σHYS
variance explained by HYS. CowPEk is the permanent
environmental effect for cow k, for which a normal prior
2
distribution was assumed, where CowPE ∼ N (0, σPE
)
2
and σPE
is the permanent environmental variance, and
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eijk is the residual variance, for which a normal prior
distribution was assumed, where e ∼ N (0, σe2 ) and σe2 is
the residual variance. CowAk was modelled using SNP
data with the hierarchical model
CowAk = Σmam gkm ,

[4]

where CowAk is the additive genetic value for cow k,
modelled as the sum of additive SNP effects am of SNP
m times allele dosages gkm for SNP m of cow k. Allele
dosages were centered. A BayesA model was used for
2
2
the additive SNP effects with am ~ N (0, σam
), where σam
is the additive genetic variation explained by SNP m.
2
have a common scaled inverse chi-square distriAll σam
bution with 5 degrees of freedom, and a scale parameter
estimated from the data with a uniform prior distribution. The total additive genetic variance modeled by all
SNP was σA2 = var (CowA) , where σA2 is the additive genetic variance. This parameter was computed by evaluating var(CowA) over the samples of the Markov chain
Monte Carlo. All SNP variances were estimated simultaneously.
A Metropolis-Hastings sampler was used, with
100,000 cycles, including 30,000 burn-in cycles. Convergence of the model was confirmed by analysis of
traceplots, and Markov chain Monte Carlo coefficient
of variation (MCMC-CV), which represents the standard error of the mean of the chain. The MCMC-CV
values <1% suggest that convergence has been reached.
Significance Testing. For the Danish study populations, significance of lactation stage (β1DIM and
β2e−0.05DIM), herd-year-season, and parity on infrared
orotic acid were analyzed by comparing deviance information criterion (DIC) scores between a model with all
effects, and a model excluding one effect at the time.
The model with the lowest DIC score was considered
the best fitting model.
SNP-Based Heritability. For the Danish study
populations, heritability was estimated as the SNPbased heritability of infrared orotic acid, which was
calculated as
2
hSNP
=

σA2

2
2
σHYS
+ σA2 + σPE
+ σe2

,

[5]

The total variation explained by herd-year-season was
calculated as
HYS =

2
σHYS

2
2
σHYS
+ σA2 + σPE
+ σe2

.

[6]
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The repeatability was calculated as
ρ=

2
σA2 + σPE

2
2
σHYS
+ σA2 + σPE
+ σe2

,

[7]

2
where σA2 is the additive genetic variance, σHYS
is the
2
herd-year-season variance, σPE is the permanent environmental variance, and σe2 is the residual variance.
GWAS. For the Danish study populations, associations between genomic regions and infrared orotic acid
were analyzed. After SNP variances were estimated
simultaneously, within each chromosome SNP were divided into groups of 100 consecutive SNP (Gebreyesus
et al., 2017). The grouping procedure was repeated 5
times for each chromosome, starting with counting at
SNP 1, 21, 41, 61, or 81 on the chromosome. Between
the 5 repeated procedures, SNP groups overlapped,
yet SNP groups were never identical. Groups with <80
SNP were excluded from analysis. For each group of
100 SNP, variance of genomic estimated breeding value
was calculated with the postanalytical gbayz function
of Bayz software (http://www.bayz.biz/; Krag et al.,
2013). Proportion of total additive genetic variance
explained per SNP group was calculated as

% σA2 ,i =

2
σgEBV
,

σA2

i

× 100%,

[8]

where % σA2 ,i is the percentage of total additive genetic
variance of infrared orotic acid explained by SNP group
2
i; σgEBV
, i is the variance of genomic EBV (gEBV) for
infrared orotic acid of SNP group i; and σA2 is the total
additive genetic variance of infrared orotic acid.
Gene annotation was performed for all SNP in Ensemble (92), using the UMD3.1 assembly, and the variant effect predictor function (McLaren et al., 2016).
Model Description for Genetic Analysis on
Dutch Study Population. For the Dutch study
population, infrared-predicted orotic acid was analyzed
using the following model:
yijkl = µ + Datei + Sirecode j + β1DIM ijkl + β2e

−0.05DIM ijkl

+ HYSk + Al + eijkl ,

[9]
where yijkl is the infrared orotic acid concentration for
one milk record; μ is the mean; Datei is a fixed effect of
date of infrared analysis of the milk sample (i = 1
through 17); Sirecodej is a fixed effect that corrects for
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possible genetic differences between groups of proven
bull daughters and young bull daughters (j = 1 through
−0.05DIM ijkl
adjust for lactation stage
3); β1DIMijkl and β2e
(Wilmink function; Wilmink, 1987), where DIMijkl is
days in milk expressed in years. For Date, Sirecode, and
DIM, a uniform prior distribution was assumed, where
values ranged from −∞ to +∞; HYSk is a random
herd-year-season effect (summer from June 1, 2004, to
August 31, 2004; autumn from September 1, 2004, to
November 30, 2004; and winter from December 1, 2004,
to January 31, 2005), for which a normal prior distribu2
tion was assumed, where HYS ∼ N (0, σHYS
); Al is the

additive genetic effect for animal l, where A ∼ N (0, σA2 );
and eijkl is the residual variance, for which a normal
prior distribution was assumed, where e ∼ N (0, σe2 ) .
Parameters were estimated using the Bayz software
package (http://www.bayz.biz/; Krag et al., 2013).
A Metropolis-Hastings sampler was used, with
1,100,000 cycles, including 100,000 burn-in cycles. Convergence of the model was assumed with the MCMCCV, which represents the standard error of the mean
of the chain. The MCMC-CV values <1% suggest that
convergence has been reached.
Pedigree-Based Heritability. For the Dutch study
population, heritability was estimated as the pedigreebased heritability of infrared orotic acid, which was
calculated as
2
hPed
=

σA2

2
σHYS
+ σA2 + σe2

.

[10]

The total variation explained by herd was calculated as
HYS =

2
σHYS

2
+ σA2 + σe2
σHYS

,

[11]

2
where σA2 is the additive genetic variance, σHYS
is the
2
herd-year-season variance, and σe is the residual variance.
Calo’s Genetic Correlations. For the Dutch
Holstein Friesian study population, genetic correlations between EBV of infrared-predicted orotic acid
and EBV of in total 78 other traits were estimated
using Calo’s method (Calo et al., 1973). The Calo’s
correlation method gives an estimate of the genetic
correlation. Standard errors of the genetic correlations
are not provided (Mitchell et al., 2005). The Dutch
study population consisted of 5 large paternal half-sib
families from proven sires (98 through 196 daughters
per sire), 50 small paternal half-sib families from test
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sires (8 through 23 daughters per sire), and 168 cows
descending from 44 other proven sires. Calo’s genetic
correlations were calculated as
n

rg =

n

∑ i =1ρi,EBV × ∑ i =1ρi,EBV ′ × r
EBV , EBV ′ ,
n
∑ i =1ρi,EBV ×ρi,EBV ′

[12]

where ρi,EBV is the reliability of the EBV for infrared
orotic acid for the bull i, ρi,EBV′ is the reliability of the
EBV for 1 of the 78 production traits, and rEBV,EBV′ is
the Pearson correlation between the 2 EBV.
Standardization of Infrared Milk Spectra.
Three different types of spectrometers were used for the
infrared spectral analysis of the milk samples from the
3 different populations. For the training and validation
population the Milkoscan FT2 was used, for the Danish
study populations the Milkoscan FT+ was used, and
for the Dutch Holstein Friesian study population the
Milkoscan FT6000 was used.
The type of spectrometer influences the shape of
the milk spectra (Appendix Figure A1). For directly
comparing infrared-predicted orotic acid, standardization of milk spectra is necessary (Grelet et al., 2015).
The spectrometer on which most milk samples were
analyzed was the Milkoscan FT+. Milk samples were,
therefore, standardized towards this spectrometer. The
following equation was used for standardizing absorbance values for one individual wavenumber:


 wvnij − µ1,i 
wvnij* = 
 × σ2,i + µ2,i ,

σ1,i


[13]

where wvnij* is the standardized absorbance value for
wavenumber i of individual j, wvnij is the unstandardized absorbance value for wavenumber i of individual j,
µ1,i and σ1,i are the unstandardized mean and standard
deviation of the absorbance values of wavenumber i for
the population to be standardized, µ2,i and σ2,i are the
mean and standard deviation of the absorbance values
of wavenumber i for the reference population (milk
samples measured on Milkoscan FT+). Mean absorbance values before and after standardization are shown
in Appendix Figure A1.
For the Danish Holstein I, Danish Holstein II, and
Dutch Holstein Friesian study population, absorbance
values of individual wavenumbers were standardized
according to means and standard deviations of absorbance values for cows from the Danish Holstein study
population. For the Danish Jersey population (training), absorbance values of individual wavenumbers
were standardized according to means and standard
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 103 No. 4, 2020

deviations of absorbance values for cows from the Danish Jersey study population. For calculating µ2,i and
σ2,i, only milk samples from the same lactation stage
were selected.
The infrared prediction model for orotic acid that was
built with standardized milk spectra will be referred to
as the standardized prediction model. Standardization
always took place before the prediction model was built
and before the analyses were performed. The standardized prediction model was only used to compare infrared
orotic acid for study populations across lactation. For
the all genetic analyses, the unstandardized prediction
model was used.
RESULTS
Infrared Prediction Model for Orotic Acid

NMR Orotic Acid. Means and standard deviations
of the NMR orotic acid for the Danish Holstein I (training), Danish Holstein II (validation), and Danish Jersey
(training) population are presented in Table 1. Mean
NMR orotic acid concentration was 14.5 mg/L in the
Danish Holstein I population, and 19.9 mg/L in the
Danish Holstein II population, and 14.5 mg/L in the
Danish Jersey population.
Infrared Prediction. The performance of the infrared prediction models for orotic acid built with unstandardized and standardized milk spectra are presented
in Table 2. Figure 2 shows the R2 and RMSEP for the
prediction models with 1 through 70 latent variables.
A model with 18 latent variables was selected (vertical
line in Figure 2). Accuracy varied from 0.68 to 0.86 for
the unstandardized prediction model, and from 0.60 to
0.79 for the standardized prediction model. The RMSEP varied from 1.0 to 3.7 for the unstandardized prediction model, and from 3.2 to 5.5 for the standardized
prediction model. Performance for prediction models
based on a single breed training population is shown in
Appendix Table A1.
The VIP scores for individual wavenumbers are plotted in Figure 3. Results were similar for the scenario
that used unstandardized milk spectra and the scenario
that used standardized milk spectra. Wavenumbers
with a high VIP score have a greater effect on the prediction model than those wavenumbers with a low VIP
score. Wavenumbers with a VIP score >1 were VIP
scores for wavenumbers 3,061 and 3,057 cm−1.
Infrared Orotic Acid. When using the unstandardized prediction model on the study populations,
infrared orotic acid of the study populations was lower
(8.9 to 14.8 mg/L) compared with the NMR orotic acid
of the training and validation population (14.4 to 19.8
mg/L). When using the standardized prediction model,
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Figure 3. Plot with variable importance in projection (VIP) scores for individual wavenumbers of a prediction model with 18 latent variables.

however, all 3 study populations had infrared orotic
acid values that were similar to the training and validation populations (12.5 to 14.5 mg/L).
Figure 4 shows infrared orotic acid across lactation
for the Danish study populations and the Dutch study
population. Means were calculated for intervals of 10
d, with on average 82 records per interval for Dutch
Holstein Friesian, 522 records for Danish Holstein, and
539 records for Danish Jersey. Results are presented
for both the unstandardized prediction model and the
standardized prediction model.
Genetic Parameter Estimation for Infrared Predicted
Orotic Acid

Significance Testing. The DIC scores of the model
containing all variables, and models excluding one variable at the time are shown in Appendix Table A2. The
DIC scores suggest that for Danish Holstein all variables
have an effect on orotic acid. For Danish Jersey, on the
other hand, parity has no effect on infrared orotic acid.

Heritability, Repeatability, and Herd Effect.
Table 1 shows an overview of heritability for infrared
orotic acid. The SNP-based heritability of infraredpredicted orotic acid was 0.18 in the Danish Holstein
study population, and 0.09 in the Danish Jersey study
population. Pedigree-based heritability was 0.37 in the
Dutch Holstein Friesian study population.
GWAS. Percentages of additive genetic variance of
infrared orotic acid explained by genomic regions are
presented in Figure 5 in a Manhattan format. For both
Danish Holstein and Danish Jersey, most genetic variation was explained by a genomic region on BTA1 harboring UMPS. For Danish Holstein, a region on BTA14
that harbors DGAT1 explained >1% of the additive
genetic variation.
Calo’s Genetic Correlations to (Non-)Production Traits. Estimated Calo’s genetic correlations
between EBV of infrared orotic acid and a subset of
the 78 traits are presented in Table 3. Traits in Table
3 had a Calo’s correlation with infrared orotic acid
>0.15 or <−0.15. Calo’s correlation between EBV of

Table 1. Means and SD for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) orotic acid for the training and validation populations, and for infrared orotic
acid for all the populations used in the study1
Mean orotic acid (SD) in mg/L
Infrared
Breed
Danish Holstein I
Danish Holstein II
Danish Jersey
Danish Holstein
Danish Jersey
Dutch Holstein Friesian

n2
292
381
299
3,210
3,360
1,349

Records

DIM

NMR

19,144
19,793
1,349

9–364
129–228
130–252
5–365
5–365
63–263

14.4 (5.4)
19.8 (7.7)
14.5 (3.4)
—
—
—

1

UnSt
14.4
18.9
14.7
10.3
8.9
14.8

(4.5)
(61)
(3.4)
(4.4)
(4.7)
(3.5)

St
14.5
16.4
14.6
14.5
12.5
14.5

(4.7)
(5.5)
(3.2)
(6.3)
(6.8)
(6.4)

h2

ρ3

HYS4

UnSt

UnSt

UnSt

—
—
—
0.185
0.095
0.376

—
—
—
0.23
0.11
—

—
—
—
0.15
0.22
0.07

Infrared-predicted orotic acid is presented for the unstandardized prediction model (UnSt) and standardized prediction model (St).
Numbers after removal of outliers.
3
Repeatability.
4
Herd-year-season effect, SE = 0.01.
5
SNP-based heritability, SE = 0.01.
6
Pedigree-based heritability, SE = 0.12.
2
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Table 2. Prediction accuracy (R2) and residual mean squared error (RMSEP) for the scenario with
unstandardized milk spectra (UnSt) and standardized milk spectra (St)1
R2

RMSEP

Validation
population

Type of
validation

UnSt

St

UnSt

St

Danish Holstein I
Danish Holstein II
Danish Jersey

Internal
External
External

0.77
0.86
0.68

0.76
0.79
0.60

1.1
3.2
1.0

4.7
5.5
3.2

1

Both prediction models used 18 components.

selected traits and fat, protein, or lactose % was <0.2
and >−0.2, and were always smaller than the genetic
correlation to infrared orotic acid.
DISCUSSION

The aims of our study were to determine if milk
orotic acid can be predicted from Fourier transform
infrared milk spectra, and to perform a genetic analysis
based on infrared orotic acid. Various methods have
been suggested for determining orotic acid in milk, such
as HPLC (Counotte, 1983; Saidi and Warthesen, 1989)
and NMR (Wevers et al., 1999). This is, to the best of
our knowledge, the first time that milk orotic acid was

predicted from Fourier transform infrared milk spectra.
Other novelties of our study were the comprehensive
analysis on systemic environmental factors affecting
milk orotic acid and estimation of Calo’s correlations
between EBV of infrared orotic acid and (non-)production traits.
Infrared Prediction Model for Orotic Acid

Variation in NMR Orotic Acid. To build the
prediction model, the “gold standard” phenotype NMR
orotic acid was used. Table 1 reveals that mean NMR
orotic acid varied between the Danish Holstein I (14.4
mg/L), Danish Holstein II (19.8 mg/L), and Danish

Figure 4. Mean predicted orotic acid with confidence interval (P = 0.05) across lactation for 3 study populations: Danish Holstein (dark
gray), Danish Jersey (light gray), and Dutch Holstein Friesian (black).
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Jersey (14.5 mg/L). A cause for these differences could
be lactation stage during which milk samples were
collected. Milk samples of Danish Holstein II had the
highest NMR orotic acid and were collected from midlactation cows (129 to 228 DIM). Danish Holstein I
cows, on the other hand, were from across the entire
lactation (5 to 365 DIM) and had lower NMR orotic
acid. This is in line with Figure 4, which shows that
infrared orotic acid was highest in mid lactation. However, the subset of Danish Holstein I cows that were
in the same lactation stage as Danish Holstein II cows
(129 to 228 DIM) still had a lower mean for NMR orotic
acid (15.7 mg/L). A more likely cause would be batch
effects on milk NMR analysis, since milk samples were
not analyzed on the same day. This day-of-analysis sen-

( )

Figure 5. Percentage of explained additive genetic variation σA2
for infrared orotic acid for groups of 100 consecutive SNP. Name labels
indicate candidate genes, which are located within the genomic region
of the peak SNP group.
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 103 No. 4, 2020

sitivity should be studied more thoroughly, if one would
like to use infrared prediction for not only accurate but
also precise prediction of orotic acid.
Spectrometer Bias and Standardization of
Milk Spectra. In the current study, 3 different spectrometers were used to analyze milk samples. Using a
prediction model for orotic acid that was trained with
milk spectra from one type of spectrometer will introduce uncertainty to the prediction when applying it
on milk spectra from a different type of spectrometer
(Grelet et al., 2015). This problem can be solved by
standardization of milk spectra. Several standardization methods have been proposed, yet many of these
methods demand that at least some milk samples
are analyzed on multiple spectrometers (Wang et al.,
1991; Grelet et al., 2015). An alternative standardization would be the method presented in Bonfatti et al.
(2017), who simulated standardized milk spectra for
2 spectrometers by using the percentiles of the distribution of the absorbance at individual wavenumbers.
For future research, it would be interesting to use this
method and compare it with the current method.
Limitations of Standardization Method. Prediction performance was lower when standardized milk
spectra were used to train the prediction model than
when unstandardized milk spectra were used. Prediction accuracy dropped by 0.01 to 0.08, and the prediction error for external validation increased by 2.2
to 3.6 mg/L (Table 2). This reduction in prediction
performance could be linked to the large number of
latent variables used by the prediction model. When
many latent variables are used for prediction, it is likely
that indirect information from milk spectra is used for
prediction. This indirect information could be linked to
major milk components. Detailed milk composition, for
example, depended on indirect information hidden in
covariance structures related to major milk components
(Eskildsen et al., 2014, 2016). With the standardization
method used in the current study, the standard deviations of individual wavenumbers were altered, which
could have disrupted covariance structures that were
initially used as an information source by the unstandardized prediction model. One could argue that the
standardization method used in the current study may
have corrected for more than just spectrometer, but
also for factors that influence milk composition, such as
breed (Maurice-Van Eijndhoven et al., 2011; Gustavsson et al., 2014), diet (Palmquist and Beaulieu, 1993),
or lactation stage (Wilmink, 1987). We expect that by
including information from multiple spectrometers for
standardizing milk spectra, as has been done by Grelet
et al. (2015), covariance structures could remain, and
prediction of orotic acid will be improved. To prove this
point, it is necessary to compare such multi-spectrom-
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eter methods with the method that was used in the
current study.
Genetic Parameter Estimation for InfraredPredicted Orotic Acid

Heritability of orotic acid has only been studied by
Buitenhuis et al. (2013), estimating SNP-based heritability for NMR orotic acid at 0.83. This is much higher
than the SNP heritability of our infrared-predicted
orotic acid (0.09–0.18). An explanation for this difference could be that Buitenhuis et al. (2013) used a
relatively small number of samples (n = 371), and the
standard error of this estimate was high (0.21).
BTA1 and UMPS. The genomic region on BTA1
contains the gene UMPS, which has been strongly associated with NMR milk orotic acid (Buitenhuis et al.,
2013). A signal from this same genomic region on BTA1
is visible for both Danish Holstein and Danish Jersey
(Figure 5). The protein UMPS converts orotic acid
during pyrimidine biosynthesis (Löffler et al., 2015). A
known mutation in UMPS is responsible for the genetic
defect dUMPS. This mutation results in transcription
of nonfunctional UMPS protein, and consequently, the

conversion of orotic acid is blocked, which results in
increased orotic acid excretion in milk (Robinson et al.,
1983).
Other Genomic Regions Associated with
Orotic Acid. Two other QTL for NMR milk orotic
acid have been identified by Buitenhuis et al. (2013),
in the genomic region of 89.9 Mbp on BTA5, and 1.4
Mbp on BTA19. These 2 regions were not observed in
the current study. A reason for the absence of a signal
could be that genetic variation within these genomic
regions was smaller in the Danish study populations
compared with the population used by Buitenhuis et al.
(2013). Additionally, the most significant SNP from the
genomic regions on BTA5 and BTA11 mentioned by
Buitenhuis et al. (2013) were not present on the SNP
chip used in the current study. Another reason could be
that the infrared prediction model for orotic acid did
not capture the variation from the milk spectra, which
could ultimately be linked to the genomic regions on
BTA5 and BTA19.
Calo’s Genetic Correlations to Production
Traits. Not much is known about the role of orotic
acid in milk. The approximate genetic correlations calculated in the current study might provide an introduc-

Table 3. Calo’s genetic correlations between EBV of a selection of production traits and EBV for fat, protein,
or lactose %, and orotic acid1
rg to EBV of trait
Trait2,3
Milk composition
Fat %
Protein %
Lactose %
Milk yield
Milk yield
Fat yield
Protein yield
Lactose yield
Feet and legs
Index (feet and legs)
Rear leg set side view
Rear legs rear view
Foot angle
Digital dermatitis
Locomotion
Udder
Index (udder)
Udder depth
Fore udder attachment
Other
Growth
1

Fat
%

Protein
%

Lactose
%

Infrared
orotic acid

1.00
0.68
0.24

0.68
1.00
0.12

0.24
0.12
1.00

−0.23
−0.11
0.11

−0.71
0.33
−0.49
−0.67

−0.67
−0.04
−0.21
−0.65

−0.20
0.02
−0.20
0.05

0.28
0.06
0.29
0.31

−0.04
0.12
−0.03
−0.10
0.07
−0.05

0.00
−0.11
0.02
0.06
0.16
0.00

−0.01
−0.13
0.00
0.04
−0.07
−0.03

0.23
−0.28
0.15
0.28
0.31
0.26

0.08
0.14
0.07

0.10
0.10
0.05

−0.02
0.05
−0.02

−0.20
−0.20
−0.21

−0.11

−0.03

−0.04

−0.20

Selected traits had a genetic correlation (rg) with infrared orotic acid >0.15 or <−0.15. With the exception
of milk yield traits, the genetic correlation between selected traits and fat, protein, or lactose % was <0.2 and
>−0.2, and always <rg for infrared orotic acid. Results are presented for scenario that used unstandardized
milk spectra to train the prediction model.
2
For a detailed explanation of traits, see https://www.cooperatie-crv.nl/downloads/english/e-chapters/.
3
n = 84 bulls.
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tory insight in the function of the high levels of orotic
acid in ruminant milk and may also sketch its potential
as an indicator trait. Many of the observed correlations were weak or were caused by strong correlation
with milk composition, such as fat, protein, or lactose
percentage. There seems to be a link between infrared
orotic acid and foot and leg traits. However, the biological link between infrared orotic acid and these traits
is not clear.
Future Prospects

Our study shows that milk orotic acid can be predicted based on Fourier transform infrared milk spectra.
Standardization of milk spectra with a robust method,
such as piecewise direct standardization (Grelet et al.,
2015), would be essential for precise and accurate application of infrared prediction models. Furthermore, to
confirm the interesting genetic relations to production
traits, it would be helpful to estimate genetic correlations based on a larger dataset.
A possible application of infrared-predicted orotic
acid could be to study fermented dairy products, such
as yogurt. During the production of yogurt, milk orotic
acid is fermented by lactobacilli (Okonkwo and Kinsella, 1969; Østlie et al., 2003; Álvarez-Martin et al.,
2008). The extent of fermentation of milk orotic acid
depends on the starter culture used (Haggerty et al.,
1984; Venica et al., 2014). Organic acids in milk, such
as orotic acid, are known to be important for the flavor of fermented dairy products (Guzel-Seydim et al.,
2000). Predicting milk orotic acid before fermentation
could be used to select milk with desired orotic acid
concentration or to select a suitable starter culture.
CONCLUSIONS

Milk orotic acid in cows can be predicted from
infrared milk spectra. Genetics underlying infrared
orotic acid revealed weak to moderate heritability, and
confirmed association to a genomic region that was
previously associated with orotic acid in milk. The results of this study suggest that standardization of milk
spectra is essential for precise prediction of orotic acid,
but also that is necessary to use a robust standardization method that maintains the information from the
original milk spectra. Overall, the results of the current
study provide a deeper insight in the possible function
and characteristics of orotic acid in ruminant milk.
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APPENDIX
Table A1. Accuracy of prediction (R2) and residual mean squared error of the prediction (RMSEP) for 4 prediction models using different
training populations, and trained with unstandardized (UnSt) or standardized (St) milk spectra1
R2
Training population

Validation population

Validation
type

Danish Holstein I

Danish
Danish
Danish
Danish
Danish
Danish
Danish
Danish
Danish
Danish
Danish
Danish

Internal
External
External
External
Internal
External
External
External
Internal
Internal
External
Internal

Danish Holstein II
Danish Jersey
Danish Holstein I + Danish Jersey

Holstein
Holstein
Jersey
Holstein
Holstein
Jersey
Holstein
Holstein
Jersey
Holstein
Holstein
Jersey

I
II
I
II
I
II
I
II

RMSEP

UnSt

St

UnSt

St

0.74
0.78
0.40
0.66
0.87
0.58
0.63
0.83
0.66
0.77
0.86
0.68

0.71
0.72
0.46
0.44
0.89
0.48
0.55
0.74
0.65
0.76
0.79
0.60

2.2
4.3
9.3
2.3
4.7
4.0
5.3
4.3
1.8
1.1
3.2
1.0

2.2
5.4
10.2
7.8
2.5
11.2
14.1
10.5
1.9
4.7
5.5
3.2

1

Infrared prediction models trained with one breed used the same procedure as shown in Figure 1, where 80% was used for training and 20%
for internal validation of the model.

Table A2. Deviance information criterion (DIC) scores for models including all variables, or leaving out one
variable at the time
DIC score
Item
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete

Danish Holstein

Danish Jersey

11,576
11,837
11,612
12,727

9,439
11,574
9,437
11,103

1

model
model without β1DIMk + β2e−0 05DIMk
model without parity
model without herd-year-season (HYS)

1

For the complete model and the model components, see Model 3.
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Figure A1. Unstandardized and standardized absorbance values for wavenumbers from 3,008 to 925 cm−1. Black indicates the Danish
Holstein study population (top 2 graphs) and the Danish Jersey study population (bottom 2 graphs). The Danish Holstein I and Danish Holstein
II populations are dark and light blue, the Dutch Holstein Friesian population is orange, and the Danish Jersey validation population is green.
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